Pressure Transducer, Gauge, and DISS Union Demand Check Assemblies for Medical Gas Manifold Systems

Complete assembly of 4” diameter pressure gauge 0-100 & 0-300 PSI, and gas specific DISS union demand check valve and Adapter fittings. Entire assembly is cleaned for oxygen service.

Features:
Unique to Tri-Tech Medical Inc., the PSM assembly
- Tee Assembly using the Tri-Tech Medical Inc. Genesys™ manifold high/low line pressure transducer
- Two DISS union demand check valve
- 4” diameter pressure gauge 0-100 & 0-300 PSI
- Two Brass Adaptors 1/4” x 1/4” NPT & 1/4” x 1/8” NPT
- Brass Plug 1/4” Male NPT
- which are included with the manifold and eliminate the need to purchase an additional high/low source line pressure switch.

How to Order:

PSM - S S S S - G G G

with Gas Specific Demand Valve, 1/8” & 1/4” NPT Adapter Fittings for DISS union provided as part of Genesys™ manifold

G = Gauge Type
100 300

S = Gas Service
02- Tri-Gas 04- Nitrous Oxide 08- Carbon Dioxide 12- Nitrogen
16-Medical Air 24- Oxygen 2080- Instrument Air

PSM = Manifold Type
PSM – Pressure Switch Manifold